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CALENDAR

The editor takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the following information which has been collated from m
sources. Please callClubSecretaries for final confirmation: (C) Central: Rae Powell 624 1513 (CM) Countie
Manukau:LindaBrighouse 09 298 8380 (NW) NorthWest: Marquita Gelderman 412 8879 (Wh) Whangarei: D
Nevin 09 435 2415 (H) Hamilton: Jim Barr 07 856 9501 (P) Pinelands: Lyndon Haugh 07 886 9671 (T) Taup
Kathleen Lonsdale 07 378 0818 (R) Rotorua: Andrew Wilson 07 348 7694 (E) Egmont: Greg Barbour 07 758 64
Calendar dates for 1996 are draft only and subject to confirmation by AOA and NZOF.

JULY
Sat 1st

NZOF

Council Meeting, Farquhar Residence, Rotorua CHANGE OF DATE

Sun 2nd

NW

AOA OY1, Kaipara Knolls, Woodhill
Northern Regional League #4, C:H, CM:P&T, E:R, starts 10:00-12:30
Controller/setter Terje and Mary Moen. Superb pine / sand-dune terrain
Travel north from Helensville via Parakai for ages and look for the signs.

Mon 3rd

Y

Deadline for entries for Winter Classic, details in last Auckland Orienteer

CM

There is no Counties-Manukau Club meeting this month, it seems

Wed 5th

C

Central Club meeting, all members welcome, 19:30
Codling residence, 3/8A Ballin Street, Ellerslie

Thu 6th

NW

NorthWest club meeting, all members welcome, 19:30
Fettes residence, 17 Cutler Street, New Lynn

7-8

PAPO Silva National Secondary Schools Championships, Christchurch, see this issue

7-13

JWOC, Denmark

Sun 9th
H
8-11, 15-23

Te Miro, club event, signposted from Hautapu, 11:00-13:00
Canadian O Festival

Sun 15th

Y

Wairarapa Winter Classic / Wayne Cretney Memorial, details in this issue

Sun 16th

CM

AOA OY2, Onewhero, only used before for 1995 National Championships
Northern Regional League #5, C:R, E:P&T, H:NW, starts 10:00-12:30
Setter Ian Currie, controller Ross Brighouse, coordinator Doeskja Currie

Sun 23rd C

Mangere Mountain, sorry not a new map this time! 10:00-12:30
Handrail and Beacon Courses for novices. 3 km/100m climb standard course for
less physical orienteer. Also available as a memory course. 5.2km/220m climb
memory course for those wanting a physical and mental challenge. Setter John
Powell. Signposted from Domain Road, Mangere Bridge.

CM

Waiuku Forest promotional
Setter Ken Browne, signs from Waiuku, west of Pukekohe, 10:00-12:30

Wh

Maunu Reserve / Barge Park, 11:00-13:00, SH14 5 minutes west of Whangarei
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O-Ringen, Sweden
NW

AOA OY3, Sixteen Mile, signposted from Rimmer Road, starts 10:00-12:30
PLEASE NOTE Access to this map is via a private road. You will be charged $5 per
car to pass the gate. You may NOT park outside the gate; perhaps you could choose
to carpool before you get there.

AUGUST
Wed 2nd C

Central Club meeting, all members welcome, 19:30
McGivern residence, 46 Hope Farm Road, Pakuranga

Thu 3rd

NW

NorthWest Club meeting, all members welcome, 19:30
NEW Watson residence, 5/33 Kirby Street, Glendene

Sun 6th

NW

Park/streets, Onepoto Domain
Setter/Controller Geoff & Lisa Mead

Mon 7th

CM

Club meeting, all Counties-Manukau Club members welcome, 19:30
Brighouse residence, 27 Coulthard Terrace, Papakura

12-20

World Championships, Germany

Sun 13th C

AOA OY4, Pulpit Rock, signposted from SH16 northwest of Auckland
Northern Regional League #6 CM:E, H:R. NW:P&T
Setter / Controller Jean and Alistair Cory-Wright, starts 10:00-12:30
Rose Gardens or Sandford, 11:00-13:00

H
19-20

Ski-O, Cardrona

19-28

DevSqd Trip to Australia

20-27

Aussie Australia-New Zealand Challenge,
New South Wales Championships, ACT Championships

Sun 20th CM

Waiuku Forest promotional, starts 10:00-12:30
Setter Phyl Snedden, controller Jim Snedden, signs from Waiuku, west of Pukekohe

Oz

New South Wales Champs, Bungonia, east of Goulburn

Wh
Tue 22nd Oz
Thu 24th Oz
Sat 26th Oz

Winstones or Kioreroa Road
A-NZ Event 1, Canyonleigh, southwest of Mittagong
A-NZ Event 2, Canberra
ACT Championships, Canberra

Sun 27th

NW

AOA OY5, Pulpit Rock
Northern Regional League #7 C:CM, E:H, P&T:R
Setter David Melrose, Controller Ralph King, starts 10:00-12:30

Oz

A-NZ Relay Event, Oallen
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September 95

February 96

3

3,4,6
13
17,18
20
25
27

C
H
C

Park/streets, Lloyd Elsmore Park
Forest Lake
10
AOA OY6, Paparoa, Woodhill
15-17
Instructor training course, Rotorua
17
R
CDOA OY5. NRL#8
Wh
Comries Farm, Matarau
24
CM
AOA OY7, Whiriwhiri Maioro, NRL#9
24-1 Aussie Australian Champs, Ballarat, Victoria

October 95
Sat 7 H
8
P
14-15 C

Glenora
CDOA OY6, NRL#10
Auckland Champs, NRL#11
Short-O, two brand new colour
urban street/reserve maps
Individuals, Paparoa
21
NZOF Council meeting, SI Champs, Timaru
21-23 Wh/NW Labour Weekend 3 day, NRL#12
Phoebes Lake and Mangawhai
PAPO SI Champs
29
NW
Auckland Relay Champs, Weiti

November 95
4-5
7
11
12
14
18-19
19

NW
NW
H
C
HB
E

21
C
25-26
26
Wh
26
C

CDOA Chmps, Kallarney Lake, NRL#13
Auckland Primary Sch Ch, Ambury Park
Great Day O, Woodhill
Sanatorium Hill (?)
Summer Series
Smedley Medley
CDOA OY7, Ratapihipihi, NRL#14
Tideline Coastal Run, N Shore
Summer Series
Wellington Championships
Tangiteroria or Rogaine at Waipu Caves
Summer Series

December 95
5
10
12
26-1

C
H
Wh
C

Summer Series
4 Brothers / Whatawhata 1
Mimiwhangata (?)
Summer Series
APOC'96, Hong Kong

January 1996
13-31
14
16
23
30

Sqd
C
C
C
C

Elite series, North Island
Volcanic Traverse
Summer Series
Summer Series
Summer Series

C
C
HB
C
CM
C

Waitangi 3 Day
Summer Series
Kaweka Challenge
Summer Series
Totara Park, Manukau Festival
Summer Series

March 96
5
12
24
30
31

C
NW
CM

Summer Series / SecSch
Moire Park SecSch
Autumn Series / SecSch
Autumn Series
Autumn Series

April 96
5-8
E
12,13
20-21 NZOF
28
CM

National Championships
Nl Sec Sch Championships
Annual seminar / AGM
Totara Park, SecSch

May 96
12
26

Autumn Series
Autumn Series

June 96
1-3
9
16
23
25
30

NW
CM
C
C

QB3Day
SecSch
Autumn Series
Streets/parks
Auckland Sec Sch Championships
Streets/parks

July 96
7
12,13
21
28
C

AOA OY1
NZ Sec Sch Championships
AOA OY2
Streets / parks

August 96
4
18
25

AOA OY3
AOA OY4
C

Streets / parks

September 96
1
15
29

C

AOA OY5
AOA OY6
Streets / parks
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October 96
6
19,20 CM
26-28 HB

AOA OY7
Auckland Championships
3 Day

November 96
3

C

Auckland Relay Championships

December 96
30

Autumn Series

NORTH WEST NEWS
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Australia and will boost our W21E team at the
Australia - New Zealand Challenge in August.
NorthWest OC has granted $500 to assist
Marquita with her World
Championships
expenses.
Newcomers to the club may not know that Rob
Garden has organised many orienteering holidays
overseas, often an introduction to travelling for
younger orienteers, and all a great excuse for a
good holiday. I'll never forget the palatial fishing
lodge that accommoOdated 18 orienteers sardinestyle near Inverness at the 1987 Scottish 6 Day.
Alistair and Jean Cory-Wright will be house-sitting
for Rob and Marquita and we hope passing on
international results.
Bryan Teahan has re-mapped Mangawhai Forest
and drawn it using OCAD.
He has also
volunteered to set courses there for this year's
Labour Weekend event. This is quality sand-dune
territory and the lovely beach is a bonus.
The OY series kicks off on 2nd July with an
NWOC event at Kaipara Knolls in northern
Woodhill. Phil Johansen is always looking for
volunteers to help at events - don't be shy - call
him on 444 4390.

It's hard to believe that we were facing a drought
this time last year. Wet weather gear has been
essential at the past month's events, be they in
Woodhill, Waiuku or Wairarapa.
Matthew Crozier mad an excellent debut setting
his first forest event courses on one of Woodhill's
most challenging maps. There was only one DNF
on the easier courses, while most orienteers got
their money's worth on the re / difficult courses. It
is hard to imagine a map with more potential
control sites than Ngapuketurua!
Matthew is no taking a break (?) kayaking in
Alaska with occasional orienteers Kevin Jose and
Trish Brothers.
Also globetrotting this month are Rob Garden and
Marquita Gelderman, off to Europe at the end of
June to compete in events in Poland, Germany
and Sweden (O-Ringen) and of course the World
Championships.
Marquita is returning via

Unni Lewis's O-suit business must be thriving this
year thanks to Birkenhead College orienteers who
have been competing en masse in very smart
school colours. The make a real impact and are a
good advertisement for orienteers adopting a
more positive approach to club uniforms. Perhaps
if more of us sported club colours we could foster
a closer club spirit - which is more of a feature of
orienteering overseas. The social aspect of our
sport need to be catered for if we are to retain our
membership numbers.
Compliment of the month must go to Ralph King
(M70A+) who is an inspiration to us all in
competing and of course completing the longest
and most difficult courses throughout the Autumn
Series.

Next Club Meetings
Ann Fettes will host the next club meeting on
Thursday 6th July at 17 Cutler Street, New Lynn
at 19:30.
The August meeting will be held at John and Lyn
Watson's NEW home, 5/33 Kirby Street,
Glendene, on Thursday 3rd August.
LISA MEAD 445 4555
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CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX

We have a new member - Sarah Thai, who runs
W21B.
ANZ Challenge
The Stewart family are off to the champs in
Australia in August. While not all of the family are
"in the team", we are sure it will be an exciting
time for all of them. Mark is getting fired up to the
challenge of running events which are
considerably longer than usual at home.
Kevin Wilson
It is with great sadness that we hear that Kevin
Wilson has passed away.
Our deepest
condolences are offered to Annette, Craig, Louise
and Stuart.

Mangere Mountain

Underlings
Our youngest member, Craig Horide, had his first
birthday on 22 June. He had eight of his mates
along to a rip-roaring party where the competition
was to find who could smear the most chocolate
cake over the other's face. The party was secretly
a celebration of completion of his first orienteering
event at Mt Richmond. A finisher's time was
awarded despite a few misdemeanours, none of
which drew protests:
• Visiting the controls in any old order;
• Finding more cows than either controls or other
competitors and declaring "mooooo" at each
one (cows, controls and competitors all begin
with c and therefore are ranked for equal
treatment);
• Finishing after the course had closed;
• Having controls brought to the clip card;
• Claiming 5 points for not finding the control flag
on the ground where it should be (if winners
can do it so can he);
• Getting awarded the 5 points despite not being
entered in the score event.
• Bungy-jumping out of the back-pack in a wild
bid to grab one of the radio-controlled cars on
the permanent course at Mt Richmond.
At the same event, the Munro bunch were out
there, with Jamie scoring particularly well and their
Weimaraner dog pulling Christine along at double
her usual fast pace.

There has been some concern expressed about
our prospects for using Mangere Mountain but
Manukau City Council assure us that its
ownership has NOT changed, despite recent
reports in the press.

Mapping
Printing of Carrington, Mount Richmond and Lloyd
Elsmore Park went ahead but Mangere Mountain
will be held over for next time. Sorry, but that
means we won't have new maps for all five of our
park / street series this year!
We have run out of Auckland Domain maps, and
as it is now 4 years old, they've been going mad
with a chainsaw down there, and it's much
cheaper to print an OCAD map, we've chosen to
update the fieldwork and redraw the map with
OCAD.
Anyone keen to try fieldworking a very easy area
which is already very accurate, call Mark on 520
5993, who also needs some help with the easy
bits of Mount Eden and will soon be preparing
basemaps for Epsom and Auckland University in
preparation for the Volcanic Traverse.
Bethells Beach is a very interesting and varied
area - some would say too interesting and varied now being looked at by Mark, Rob, Darren and
also Bryan Teahan from NWOC. Rob J wants to
know how you would map and describe a cave
junction, and how to get away with setting courses
that are tide-dependent.
E v e n t s in 1996
Extended discussion at the June committee
meeting led to a decision to run the Volcanic
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Traverse - One Tree Hill to Albert Park via
everywhere - on 14th January, where it will neatly
fit in with the Elite Series and attract lots of visiting
elites.
However, this important event WILL NOT be a
success unless some people do some preparation
soon - anyone interested?
Needing a major event sometime in the year, we
chose to move the Woodhill 3 Day to Waitangi
Weekend, 3,4,6 February, AOA and NZOF
permitting. It may or may not be in Woodhill!

should be on getting teachers interested, and they
in turn will get schoolchildren involved.
Tania Robinson was invited to compete in the
trials to select the Danish women's team and
finished first!
She competed in the Nordic
Championships, the biggest event in Norway, and
finished in the mid 30s; she has also been running
in Finland.
Aiden Boswell leaves with Rob Garden et al next
week for Germany, Poland, Sweden (O-Ringen)
and then back to Germany for WOC. It makes me
envious.

Next club meetings
The next Central club meeting is
Codlings home, 3/8A Ballin Street,
Street, off Ladies Mile in Ellerslie, at
Wednesday 5th July. Please park on
All club members are welcome.

at Clare
off Amy
19:30 on
the road.

The August club meeting will be at the McGivern
residence, 46 Hope Farm Road, Pakuranga, at
19:30.
BRUCE & CATHERINE HORIDE 376 5937

COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS
I gathered most of this news from the helpers at
Lyndsay
Shuker's
Secondary
Schools
Championships. The event was again organised
by the faithful band of CMOC helpers and the
usual schools supporters.
Among the 140
competitors we saw an outstanding run from Mark
Currie, who won the Intermediate Boys event by 4
minutes.
W100 commented that she enjoyed Jill Dalton's
reminiscences and would like to hear more of
what some orienteers of yesteryear are up to.
Athol Oldfield has been receiving hospital
treatment; we wish him a speedy recovery.. Trish
Aspin, after years of orienteering, has to undergo
ligament reconstruction on her wrist for an injury
sustained while gardening. She and Wayne have
just returned from a tramping trip to the South
Island. The only problem they encountered was
Keas attacking the trim on their new Toyota.
Schools with orienteering staff are well
represented at the schools events. Papakura
High (Jill Dalton) and Rosehill College (Jeanette
Boswell), both strong a few years ago, did not
send teams. I have always felt that our emphasis

Joanne Cunningham called in yesterday, and she
and Jeanine made plans to run / cycle / kayak
from Ruapehu to Wanganui over Labour
weekend. Ugh! More later.
CMOC has two events in July: OY2, Ian Currie
Setter, on the Onewhero map, and a promotional
event at Waiuku on the 23rd.

Next club meeting
The next club meeting is at the Brighouse
residence, 27 Coulthard Terrace, Papakura, at
19:30 on Monday 7th August.
KEN BROWNE 299 8413

ARCHIVES - JULY'85
Promotional events in July 1985 were held at St.
Kentigern's College and Churchill Park, both
Central Club maps which at that time of the year
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gave the ankles a good workout, with uneven,
boggy surfaces.
The fifth OY on Taurangaruru saw David Melrose
win M211E in 106 minutes with John Rix only two
minutes behind. Trish Aspin, Allison Stewart and
Jeanine Browne were the first three in W21E. We
see in CMOC News Sandra Denize, sister of
Trish, winning W35 from Unni Lewis, Jillian
Clendon top W17, Marie Fisken W40, Bev Laurent
W50 and first in M21B was Rob Garden.
A training day at Mangawhai North was followed
by OY6. John Rix beat Rob Jessop with Geoff
Mead in 3rd place. Alison beat Jeanine,; Marie
must have been on form to win W40 from Judy
Tuck and Colin Bray won M35.
It was a social occasion for those who travelled to
Hamilton's event at Garlands Farm, with food,
drinks and raffles after the event. Carey Martin
and Jeanine, Kevin Ireland, Bill Teahan and Paul
Dalton were best of the elites. Elaine Brighouse
and Sally Pilbrow fought out W35.
Who
remembers M35 placegetters D Browning, B Hall,
D Mellsop and S Foster?
A newspaper cutting about the 1985 WOC team
says that Ross Brighouse has represented
Counties at rugby, university student Jeanine runs
for Manurewa Harriers, and Trish Aspin is
interested in woodwork - I assume that is the
woodwork in Waiuku Forest.
I hope that Jill Dalton can bring out a few more
snippets from the past. She might like to take
over The Archives!
KEN BROWNE [CMOC]

QUESTIONABLE
ORIENTEERING TIPS
Are you obsessed with winning, gaining those
extra few seconds? Do you need to compensate
for that missed widweek training session? Read
on...
When you will have to copy the course in race
time, visit the start and finish and draw those on
before your start time. Less to copy from the
master map when you could be running!
Sometimes, the course overprinting on premarked maps shows clearly through the back of
the map as it sits in the box before you. Turn your
compass upside down and set the bearing to the
first control. You may need to pick up the map to

8

get more tight through it!
Keep a pair of binoculars in your car, and use it at
farmland events to suss out distant flashes of
colour - controls or competitors.
Drive slowly as you approach the event, to spot
controls and evaluate the terrain and runnability.
The kids will be good at control spotting - convince
them that it is an I Spy game. You may spot
many controls - but often not on your course!
Get a late start time and hang around the finish,
where you will receive a steady flow of information
to help you to prepare for you run. Look for
Running conditions - check out ripped O suits,
mud and blood, tidemarks.
Physicality - check for competitors crawling over
the finish line.
Speed - check out K rates. If they are down
around 7 or 8 mpk, wear shorts and warn the
family to expect to provide CPR when you return.
More than 15mpk - take lunch. More than 20mpk
- go home now.
Traps - listen for muttered comments about tricky
bits, map accuracy, true greenness of green
areas.
In sand, mud or long grass get a late start and
make good use of the elephant tracks left by
everyone else. The most prominent tracks are
those leaving a control site, so when searching for
a tight control circle round and attack from behind.
Start 5 to 10 minutes ahead of a gun for a
valuable learning experience about half way
around the course. Now you know how fast you
should be running!
At events where you write down codes instead of
clipping, rely on your memory instead. Then you
can write them onto your clipcard after finishing,
so no time wasted during the race. The only
problem is trying to remember 12 codes in order
in serious oxygen debt when attacking the slopes
of One Tree Hill.
In hot or humid conditions get an early start. It will
only get hotter during the day and the water will
run out.
ANON [NWOC] [M35A]

ORIENTEER OF THE
YEAR 1995
The OY (Orienteer of the Year) is a regional
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competition series with awards made in all grades
at the end of the season. There are seven events
in the series, as detailed in the Calendar section
on pages 1-3. You may compete in these events
without competing in the OY series.

Entering the OY series
Any financial member of an orienteering club may
enter the OY series but non-AOA (plus
Whangarei) members must pay the OY statistician
(Keith Stone 478 8224) a $1 fee. If you change
grades during the season, you must tell John
Watson on 835 0519 because you may only
compete officially in one grade. Club secretaries
should keep John advised of new affiliations.

OY points
Competitors earn OY points according to their
placing in their grade and their time as compared
with the winner of their grade.
Place points are awarded to the first 20
placegetters in each grade (not each course).
The winner gets 10 points, the 2nd gets 9.5
points, etc.
Time points are calculated according to the
formula:
10-((Your time - Winner time) / Winner time x 10)
You lose 1 point per 10% slower than the winner,
down to 0 points when you take twice as long.

run a Red course if you are not an experienced
and competent orienteer.
(Results from Ngapuketurua suggest that far too
many orienteers are too ambitious. It is more
rewarding to be successful on an easier course
than to routinely DNF or take two hours.)
The combination of 19-39A with 40-49A may
attract comment. Remember that the best 19-39
runners are in the Elite grade, so the middle range
of 19-39 are running alongside 40-49.
Anyone may run in the "Short" and "Open"
courses officially.
Men's
Women's
Technical Time
grades
grades
difficulty
1 M21E
65
Red
Win
2

M19-39A
M40-49A

W21E

Red

50
Win

3

M50-59A
M21AShort
M18A

W19-39A
W40-49A

Red

45
Win

4

M60-69A
M70A
M40AShort

W50A+
W21AShort
W18A

Red

40
Win

5

MOpenB
M16A

W40Short

Orange

45
Med

W16A
WOpenB

Orange

35
Med

6

Double points are earned on OY7 (OY6 for
whoever sets OY7.) depending on the result of a
referendum.

7

M14A
M20B
MenC

W14A
W20B
WomenC

Yellow

35
Med

Your best 5 of 7 points make up your series total.

8

M12A
Kiwisport

W12A
Kiwisport

White

25
Med

Eligible grades
Awards are made in all junior grades and senior
grades where someone runs 4 or more events.
Results
Cumulative OY points will be displayed at each
event and in The Auckland Orienteer, but only
after OY4 because the OY Statistician will be
overseas until then.

Grade combinations
Ages as at 31st December 1995. Junior grades
mean "up to and including this age." There are 30
grades spread over 8 courses, designed to ensure
that almost every competitor has a grade to suit.
You are encouraged to experiment with courses
until you find the best for you, rather than simply
following the "official" grades. Please DO NOT

Red courses can be described "as technically
difficult as possible".
They are intended for
experienced senior orienteers.
Orange courses have "controls near attack
points but away from handrails, some route
choice." They are for inexperienced seniors and
experienced juniors.
Yellow courses have "controls near handrails,
little route choice, no reliance on understanding of
contours."
They are aimed at inexperienced
juniors and novice seniors.
White have "controls on handrails, all routes
directly along handrails, no route choice, no
terrain (contour) features." They are for young
children and novice juniors.

Event structure and course setting
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While most events will be conventional "Classic"
events, there is no rule preventing a Short-O
being set. Setters are encouraged to discuss their
courses with Rob Garden, AOA Technical Officer,
on 412 8879 (who unfortunately will be away!)
Please reread the editorial in the June 1995 issue
of THE AUCKLAND ORIENTEER. Make OY winning
and median times shorter this year. Determine
course lengths from previous events on the same
map, or talk to people who have set courses on
the map.
Please don't assume that you must use every
difficult control site on the map. The style that we
have observed overseas is faster courses, not
tougher courses, and maybe we too should be
thinking like that. Steep maps are difficult to
assess but there will be previous events - please
look at their results - they have mostly been too
long or tough or steep in the past.
Would you please remember to put course length
and climb in results booklets so that we can use
the information like this next year?
My thanks to the AOA committee for their help
with these decisions.
ROB GARDEN, AOA TECHNICAL OFFICER

ETCETERA
Double points?
Ross Brighouse, on behalf of AOA, says that
there will be a survey of opinions on whether the
last OY of the series should score double points.
There will be a board for you to sign at OY1, OY2
and OY3, or call Ross.

Silva National Secondary Schools
Championships
Birkenhead College are sending a remarkable 43
representatives to Christchurch for the National
Championships on 7th and 8th July, by far the
largest numbers from any school. 239 runners,
two thirds from the North Island, will be competing
in 12 individual grades and a Relay competition.

NZOF funding
The NZ Sports Foundation has granted $10,000
to NZOF to support the World Championships
team, and the Hillary Commission has granted
another $10,000 to the National Squad.
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Change of address
John Watson
(NWOC
President, AOA
representative to NZOF) and Lyn Watson (AOA
Secretary) have moved to 5/33 Kirby Street,
Glendene 835 0519.

Colour Auckland Orienteer
Cheap printing of several maps at once using
OCAD means that we can consider a colour cover
for this estimable magazine. One or two designs
are being bandied about but any ideas would be
welcomed. I'd like to retain the existing banner
and typeface but add the three club logos in
colour, and do a little more. The colours are of
course restricted to brown, blue, green, yellow
and black. My current thinking is that the cover
should be predominantly green.

Payment for entry to the forest - OY2
We've been lucky for many years in using land for
orienteering free of charge. British orienteers
have major problems and expense in securing the
use of land, especially forests.
I've been asked to pay for the use of land only
once - at a Red Kiwis map of an area which had
been developed specifically for recreation by a
private owner, who charges thousands of
recreational users for use of his land every year.
Sounds fair enough to me, why should he make
an exception for us?
You will have been aware of the problems that
COC and NWOC have had over the past couple
of years in gaining entrance to Woodhill Forest
north of Rimmer Road. The Maori owners of the
land through which Inland Road runs have been
renegotiating their deal with the forest people.
That problem has been resolved, but now we also
are being asked to pay for the use of the road, at
a rate of $5 per car. We may be angry about
being ripped off, and we may hate setting a
precedent, but we are running out of choices particularly during the hunting season, which cuts
off access from the north between May and
September.
Car pooling is recommended but you may not
park any spare car at the gate; leave it at home,
or choose somewhere on Rimmer Road (although
security will be an issue.)
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COACHING WITH HEAD-MOUNTED VIDEO
Orienteering requires high levels of physical fitness and mental acuity. A wealth of information has
been documented about physical fitness requirements for orienteers, however, the mental aspects
of orienteering are relatively unexplored. Techniques such as mental rehearsal and visualisation have
been used along with map assisted recall, tracing routes on a map and course analysis sheets. Now
the additional method of head-mounted video cameras is being used to explore and improve mental
aspects of orienteering. This is an exciting new innovation as head-mounted video camera research is
unique for orienteering and it places Australia at the forefront of orienteering technology, with
overseas interest already being expressed.
During the National Junior Training Camp and Level 2 Sports Specific Coaching Course held in
Canberra in January, orienteers and coaches had the opportunity to work with head-mounted video
cameras. Psychologists Mary Omodei and Jim McLennan, from Melbourne, are working with headmounted video cameras for a research project which looks at studying 'complex decision making in
real life settings'. Orienteering involves this. To ensure that the orienteer makes the best decisions
and navigates correctly very complex skills are required.
When I first met Mary at Wagga Wagga in June 1994, she was experimenting with a head-mounted
video system using a black-and-white security camera and a heavy VHS recording system. This
cumbersome system was worn in the forest by an elite orienteer and the simple black-and-white
pictures that resulted were surprisingly clear. Thus, when re-acquainted with Mary in January, I was
surprised at the change and the sophistication of the head-mounted system that she and Jim had put
together. They were now using colour cameras attached to modified climbing helmets, as well as a
lighter black-and-white camera, connected to small Hi-8mm camcorder video systems. These were
carried in a comfortable backpack along with a battery pack, microphone and camera control unit.
Since June Mary had experimented with orienteers in Victoria to evaluate the possibility of using the
camera system to increase the recall of what occurred white out in the forest.
Mary and Jim came to Canberra at the invitation of National Coaching Director, Peta Whitford, to
explore a variety of aims and objectives. Jim has developed a 'recall system' to allow the orienteers
wearing the head-mounted video camera to review the course that they completed in such a way as to
maximise the recall of their thoughts and feelings as they went around the course. Methods such as
course analysis sheets and map tracing etc are valuable for analysing techniques, however they are
often used well after the event and rely on the orienteer remembering what occurred. The headmounted video footage, being a powerful visual aid, assists the orienteer to recall the thoughts and
feelings which occurred during an event and therefore has more potential as a tool to help orienteers
evaluate their technique. Ideally this recall should be done immediately or as soon as practicable after
the event.

Possibilities for Coaching
For the orienteering coach, head-mounted video adds a new dimension to coaching. The systems
that Jim and Mary have devised allow the coach to work with his or her athlete and analyse the critical
aspects of orienteering technique. There are several ways of using the head-mounted video,
including the following:
(a) The orienteer wears the camera in the forest and does a 'recall session' afterwards. During a
'recall session' the orienteer virtually re-runs the course using the footage recorded while in the
forest. The orienteer is asked to recall the thoughts and feelings which occurred while navigating
around each leg of the course. The video system's microphone is set up to record the footfall of the
orienteers which during the recall session will give an indication of the speed at which they were
running. Thus when the footfall slows the orienteer can recall what it was that required them to slow,
e.g. terrain, checking the map, uncertainty of location etc. Similarly, the faster footfall can indicate
open terrain, map reading without changing speed, confidence etc. By discussing thoughts, the
coach can analyse what happened when a mistake occurred and why certain decisions were made. By
working together the coach can assist the orienteer to discover how to reduce and eliminate errors.
Techniques that the orienteer used that were correct can be similarly examined and later practised so
that they become automatic. To ensure that the orienteer makes the best decisions and navigates
correctly very complex skills are required. The 'recall' method enables the coach to detect skills in
which the orienteer is weak and subsequently set up appropriate or specific training exercises.
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(b) Another way is for the coach to wear a camera system and shadow an orienteer. The camera can
be set up with the camera lens pointing straight ahead or with the lens set at an angle. (In Canberra
the black-and-white system allowed for movement of the camera angle but not the colour system.)
When reviewing the footage of this shadowing exercise it demonstrated that this method has
potential as a coaching tool. The orienteer was in the picture almost exclusively and this enabled the
coach to go back and review what the orienteer was doing, and look at how he or she ran through
various terrain, or when he or she slowed down or increased speed etc. This method also allowed the
orienteer to see oneself running in the terrain. When the coach was following directly behind the
orienteer the times when the orienteer looked at the map were not accurately recorded. Also, unless
the coach was quite close to the orienteer it was difficult to see what the orienteer was doing.
However, this can be avoided if the shadower stays quite close to the orienteer.
With the camera set at an angle, the coach, running diagonally behind the orienteer can film the
orienteer side on. This produced another perspective and proved to be especially good for
monitoring control flow, map reading and running style.
One of the main advantages from a coaching perspective is that the coach and the orienteer can sit
down together and review the footage. Initially it may be as an uncriticised 'recall session', with
subsequent sessions for the coach to suggest methods to improve. This would be so for whichever
camera system (i.e. colour or black-and-white) or method (i.e. with the orienteer or the coach wearing
the camera) was used.
(c) Another dimension can be added by the coach attaching the microphone at the front to allow
recording of a running commentary about the orienteers performance in the forest. As a coaching tool
this could be very useful when the coach and athlete sit down and review the footage for a joint 'recall
session'. This could result in a positive interaction between the coach and the orienteer, so as a
coaching tool this could be very useful.
(d) A further use of the head-mounted video would be the production of a training video. An elite
orienteer could run a course wearing the camera system and then the footage could be used as a
training video with junior orienteers. The elite could demonstrate aspects of technique, running and
thought processes to assist the juniors in gaining an insight into elite orienteering.
Footage filmed could also be used to promote the sport as it truly depicts what orienteering is and
what it involves. Such a video could be used in schools to allow students to get a better
understanding of orienteering.
(e) Wearing a head-mounted video has the advantage that the orienteers are not required to do
anything different from what they normally would do. In the past orienteers have been able to run
wearing a microcassette recording their thoughts and experiences while in the terrain. This method is
valuable and could still have its place as a coaching tool. However, the use of a head-mounted video
system in itself offers greater advantages than the microcassette technique. One can only speculate
about the potential advantages of a combination of both methods.
(f) Many coaches who work with orienteers are not physically able to shadow the athlete in the forest
and as such would have little idea of how they orienteered. The use of a head-mounted video system
enables either the orienteer to wear the system and do a recall session or someone else of equivalent
speed wearing a camera system to shadow the orienteer. The coach can work with either or both
orienteers afterwards.

Potential Limitations
One limitation on the widespread use of the head-mounted video for coaching is its cost. The
approximate cost of a colour system is $6000 and a black-and-white system is $3300. In addition
there are the costs of the equipment needed for a recall session which could add another $1500.
However, these costs could be reduced if one has access to some pieces of equipment, e.g. a VHS
recorder and television monitor.
A second disadvantage is the distraction caused to the orienteer by wearing the head-mounted
video system. Just knowing that you are wearing the camera puts a different pressure on you. This
distraction can cause the orienteer to make mistakes. However, if used as a coaching tool, the camera
would be used on a number of occasions and as the orienteer adjusts to the camera the distraction
would be diminished or eliminated. The amount of distraction caused would vary from orienteer to
orienteer.
Thirdly, the weight of the system may influence the speed of the orienteer. A young orienteer may
find it more difficult to carry than an older and stronger orienteer. Mary and Jim have indicated that they
expect further developments in technology to result in less weight, greater comfort and cheaper cost.
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Conclusion
The development of the head-mounted video system provides an exciting innovation in
orienteering coaching. Orienteering requires a high level of both physical and mental fitness and
head-mounted videos allow the coach to develop the orienteer in both aspects. The concept is still
new and will undoubtedly reveal interesting results as further field studies are undertaken. If Australian
orienteering is to make the step forward that it needs to bring it closer to European standards then this
may be the link that we have been so desperately seeking. Certainly, the development has provided
some food for thought and will be debated in the coming years.

CHRISTINE BROWNE, IN THE AUSTRALIAN ORIENTEER

MORE ABOUT HEAD-MOUNTED VIDEO
What is Unique about Video Footage taken from One's Head?
Video recording taken from the position of a person's head is unique in that the recording is
focused on the environment as if it were the eyes of that person.
In exploring the use of head-mounted video systems in a diverse range of research and training
contexts, it is apparent that the experience of watching a video taken from one's own head is very
different from watching either a video taken from someone else's head or a video taken of oneself by
another person.
What makes the experience of watching a video taken from a camera mounted on your head so
powerful is that you are much more likely to feel as if you are back in the forest actually running the
course again. What you recall is not just what is being replayed on-screen but what else these images
prompt you to recall. This includes not only fleeting images which might have been out of the
camera's range but also many other experiences, including what factors you took into account in
determining your route choice.
One of our initial concerns was the extent to which the movement of the replayed video image due
to the running motion would limit the ability of the video image to promote recall. Although there is
noticeable movement of the video image, viewers report very rapid perceptual adaptation to this
movement. This is particularly the case if the viewer is the original wearer of the camera. The sound of
the footfall (which necessarily coincides with the direction of movement of the image) provides the
viewer with a strong cue to assist this perceptual stabilisation. In fact the movement of the image
actually makes the replay seem 'more real'.

Equipment Required
The following equipment is required:
• an 8mm video recording system which is carried by the orienteer out on a course;
• a video playback system to review the video footage obtained; and, optionally,
• a VHS video copy and sound mixing system which allows both the video and audio of the
original 8mm tape to be copied to a normal VHS tape while dubbing in the comments made by the
orienteer during the review. This latter option allows for maximal use of the original video by providing
a comprehensive record which can be replayed by the orienteer at any time and which could also be
sent to a distant coach for concrete suggestions.
A video recording system requires
• a light-weight video camera mounted into a helmet - we have successfully used both colour and
black-and-white cameras;
- a small sensitive microphone; and
- a light-weight battery-powered 8mm video recorder in a cushioned backpack - we have used
both a light weight camcorder with the facility to input an external video signal and a video walkman.
A video playback system requires
• an 8mm video player - the video recorder used in the backpack could be used for this purpose;
and
• a video monitor - a domestic TV set is adequate.
A VHS video copy and sound mixing system requires
• a VHS video recorder and
• a sound mixer.
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The overall cost (ex-tax) of such systems start at about $2,500 for a minimal black-and-white camera
system and $6,000 for a minimal colour camera system {if the original recorder is also used for
subsequent playback on an existing domestic TV set).
Detailed information on the selection and assembly (including approximate costs) of the
components of a head-mounted video system can be obtained from Mary Omodei at the address
provided below.

Techniques for Effective Use of Head-mounted Video Equipment
Briefing the orienteer before the run
In equipping an orienteer with the camera and backpack the orienteer is briefed to go about
orienteering in their normal way, to ignore the camera, and not to worry about protecting the video
equipment from damage. Experience so far suggests that if the helmet and pack are securely fitted,
orienteers get caught up in running their course and forget about the camera system.
In fitting the microphone we have found the back of the pack to be the most suitable position.
Not
only does this allow a good balance between the sound of the footfall and the sounds of breathing
but it also emphasises to the orienteer that his or her speech is not being deliberately monitored and
that there is no requirement to provide any verbal commentary while out on the course.
Running a recall session - using an 'insider' perspective
We recommend that when the orienteer first reviews the tape that an 'insider' rather than an
'outsider' perspective be adopted. Where videos have been used in the past for sports coaching
(including in orienteering), replays have focused on analysing and criticising the athlete's observed
behaviours. This represents an 'outsider' perspective. An alternative approach, and one which is
particularly suitable for a video taken from someone's head, is to use the video replay so that it serves
as a stimulus to assist the orienteer to relive or otherwise recall the important mental events (e.g.
thoughts, choices, uncertainties, feelings) which determined the observable behaviours. This
represents an 'insider' perspective.
The key to using an 'insider' perspective is that during the post-event review, at least initially, all
evaluation is suspended. The goal is not to point out errors or spot mistakes, or to see better
alternative routes, but to simply help the orienteer discover exactly what went on psychologically for
him or her immediately prior to the start and during each leg. Evaluative judgements by both coach
and orienteer are put 'on hold' until later. The coach takes on the role of 'helper' rather than the role of
'interrogator'. Questions might be asked, but they are asked by the coach to help the orienteer (not
the coach) recall important mental events - questions such as: "What sorts of things were going
through your mind here?"
In introducing the replay to the orienteer we usually say something like: "What we are going to do is
to replay on this TV the course you just completed. What you have to do is to watch and try to think
and feel yourself back in the forest as if you were actually running the course again right now."
After a recall session - using an 'outsider' perspective
The 'insider' approach described above is basically a self-discovery phase. Once this has ended,
the next phase involves the orienteer going over these recollections with a view to determining
implications for training, technique, preparation and so on. This could mean the coach and orienteer
view the tape again (preferably a copy of the tape which includes the commentary provided during the
first review). During this second review the coach could have the orienteer trace his/her route on their
map and ask detailed questions so as to link the orienteers on-course thoughts and feeling to what
he or she actually did. Strengths can be highlighted and patterns of errors or weaknesses addressed.
Availability of a coaching manual.
More detailed information and instruction in the use of head-mounted video equipment is available
in the form of a coaching manual from Jim McLennan (address below). This manual, Coaching Manual:
Two Discovery-Learning Based Methods of Post-Event Orienteering Performance Analysis includes
instructions in making maximally effective use not only of head-mounted video recordings but also of
the often used post-race practice of tracing one's route on one's map.

Robustness of the Equipment
With the cost of the equipment being quite high, we were particularly concerned about the
vulnerability of the equipment to being damaged in use, particularly as effective use required that the
orienteer run as he or she normally would, without having to be concerned with possible damage.
Approximately 80 separate runs have now been taped using our various head-mounted systems.
These include runs under competitive conditions (e.g., the camp championships at the end of the
January Summer School of Coaching) and runs in very dense and rugged terrain (e.g. the legendary
Non-Smokers Flat in the ACT).
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In these videos there are many sequences which reveal that the orienteer had run into branches or
had fallen to the ground. In most cases it appears that the orienteer was completely unaware of the
camera or at least making no attempt to protect it from damage. Somewhat to the contrary, one
orienteer, with some embarrassment, acknowledged: "I was using it like a battering ram to crash
through the young pine branches."
Nevertheless, no damage whatsoever has yet been done to any of the equipment which we have
used.

The Summer School of Coaching
As mentioned in Christine Brown's article, we were invited by the National Director of Coaching
(Peta Whitford) and the National Junior Coach (Neville Bleakley) to take part in the coaching camp in
order to introduce our head-mounted video system and associated techniques to both coaches and
junior orienteers. In addition to the preparation of the coaching manual described above, an outcome
of our attendance at this camp is the production of an instructional video demonstrating the relevant
techniques. Although specifically targeted at coaches, anyone interested in obtaining a copy may
order one from either of the addresses provided below. (We would be grateful if you would include a
cheque to cover the cost of a blank 120 minute videotape).

Research So Far
One study has already been completed to test the usefulness of the procedure for understanding
orienteering decision making. In this study six Victorian junior orienteers (three females and three
males) ran two consecutive courses while wearing a head-mounted camera system. One of these
courses was reviewed by having the orienteers trace their routes on a map (map-assisted recall)
while the other course was reviewed using the video-assisted recall procedure. Compared with
the amount of detail recollected using the map-assisted recall procedure described above, the videoassisted recall procedure subjects recollected and described three times the amount of detail about
their experiences while running their course. The accounts based on video-assisted recall were much
more immediate and often involved strong emotions such as anxiety, confusion, and anger. By way of
illustration of the immediacy of the video-assisted recall experience, one orienteer who had
experienced a sudden pain in his calf muscle while running his course, was observed to wince at the
corresponding point in the replay (even though he was sitting comfortably in front of the monitor). Our
subjects reported more recollections of navigation-related thoughts and feelings, more realisations of
map and terrain features and aspects of running speed which were not noticed at the time of actual
competition, and greater insight into the specific navigational errors and the intrusion of distracting
thoughts which interfered with concentration.
This research has been published and we are happy to send a copy of the report to interested
orienteers.

Research in Progress
We are currently exploring the possibility of a range of research applications of the above
techniques.
Specifically in relation to orienteering, a research project, conducted jointly by ourselves and Peta
Whitford, is underway in which we test how much the orienteering performance of selected orienteers
can be improved after having them wear the camera at several Victorian OY and Badge level events.
Other research in the planning stage includes
• investigation of decision making by emergency services personnel (e.g. fire brigade and ambulance
officers).
• the treatment of psychological difficulties (e.g., phobias);
• medical decision making (e.g. intensive care procedures); and
• various sporting applications (including investigation of decision making by low handicap golf players
and by umpires and referees).
To capitalise on the experiences we have gained so far in the use of head-mounted video systems
we would be happy to respond to enquiries from other researchers, or from prospective students
interested in post-graduate studies making use of the techniques involved (for orienteering research
or otherwise).

Potential Future Developments
In planning future research, several improvements and extensions of head-mounted video systems
have been identified. One is to use a telemetry system so that the wearer of the camera need not be
required to carry the recording unit. By placing a small transmitter in the camera-wearer's pocket, the
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camera and microphone signals can be relayed to another person or site for remote recording. One
possible orienteering use of telemetry would involve a fast and strong runner (though not necessarily
expert navigator) carrying an antenna/recording unit while shadowing the orienteer who is wearing the
camera.
Another potentially useful extension would be to include on the recorded video tape some
indication of the direction in which the person's head is pointing. This would be particularly helpful for
using such videos to train others in map reading skills.
As orienteers are already using heart rate monitors and other physiological recording devices, the
information generated by these devices could usefully be integrated with the detailed knowledge of
the terrain provided by video footage. In fact the physiological data could be recorded directly onto
the video tape for later synchronised display.
Recent reports from orienteering researchers in Europe (in particular, Marko Hakkinen in Finland)
indicate that it is possible to obtain satellite-based GPS (Global Positioning System) information which
allows one to locate one's position on an orienteering map to within one metre. By including camerabased images with such map-position data the future of orienteering as a spectator sport is assured.
An orienteers run could be monitored in real time from the event assembly area or even from the
comfort of one's home.
With respect to playback systems, Virtual Reality techniques (such as head-mounted video displays)
could profitably be used to more fully immerse the orienteer in his or her prior on-course experiences.
Contact Information
Mary Omodei. Orienteering Research Group, School of Behavioural Health Sciences, La Trobe
University, Bundoora, Victoria, 3083. Phone: (03) 479 1747 (w); (03) 729 9317 (h). Fax: (03)
4791783. Email: m.omodei@latrobe.edu.au.
Jim McLennan, School of Social and Behavioural Sciences, Swinburne University of Technology,
William Street, Hawthorn, Victoria, 3122. Phone: (03) 214 8104 (w); (03) 729 9317(h). Fax: (03) 819
0574. Email: JIMMCL@AFTS1.cc.swin.edu.au.
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O FOR TEACHERS & INSTRUCTORS
Orienteering is a versatile and enjoyable activity that has many facets. It can be
used in its various forms as a half day activity in its own right ,or as a filler or reserve
activity should circumstances demand; eg weather. It can be used as an exciting
night activity in controlled situations. The adventure value of the activity of
orienteering stems from the need for self reliance, of the individual or pair taking
part. The instructor leaves groups to make their own decisions and is not
necessarily with the group all the time. This can be misconstrued as being a rest
day for the instructor. This is definitely the not the case and in fact setting up a
proper and effective orienteering session can involve the instructor in a lot of
preparation work. However, the benefits of good instruction in this case means that
the course participants have an enjoyable, memorable and useful learning experience.
Map reading is a skill that is as important as reading and has the potential to be
taught in a practical and applied way. Teachers and instructors with the skills to
successfully teach map reading will be able to provide exciting learning
experiences for the people in their charge. It is something that schools and outdoor
centres are increasingly taking on, with the influence of such schemes as Duke of
Edinburghs award and others. It leads on to further navigation work while tramping
or sailing. Orienteering is an ideal way to teach map reading and its fun. However,
the success of a session depends to a great extent on the methods and style of
teaching and the skill of the instructor or teacher. There is still a tendency to
concentrate too much on theory and to set long compass courses or sessions in
which one course takes up the whole of the time available. It is much more realistic
to plan several short courses, using simple customised maps following a
progression and using a variety of styles of course.
There are numerous risk management issues associated with running an
orienteering session. The main one of these stems from the fact that people are out
in the bush or forest on their own with no instructor watching over them. Small
groups or pairs are obviously in a safer situation than individuals, but the benefits
that people get from an orienteering session, are inversely proportional to the size
of the group on a course. When people complete a course on their own the
achievement factor is high and so is the subsequent boost in self-esteem. It is
possible to manage the risks in such a situation so that individuals can get the most
out of the session after a progressive build up towards setting out on their own.
(Many children will get the same positive experience from working in pairs, but
independently of the teacher.)
To help instructors and teachers further their orienteering and mapwork teaching
skills the New Zealand Orienteering Federation is running a weekend instructor
training course. This course is the first of its kind and will be taking place on the
15th-17th September at Tui Ridge Camp near Rotoroa. The prerequisites for the
course are to have some orienteering experience and more importantly to be keen
to teach it at your school, outdoor centre or as a freelance instructor. It lends itself
particularly well to school groups and corporate groups for management and
development training. The NZOF will assess candidates for the instructors award at
a later date when they have completed various tasks and logged some time.
Course Tutors: Laurie Baxter, Kiwisport Orienteering co-ordinator, governorMarine Education and Recreation Centre.
Michael Wood, NZOF Coaching Co-ordinator, Nz Standards
Jean Cory-Wright, orienteering coach, 10 times competitor in world
championships, tutor in outdoor recreation at Auckland Institute of Technology.
If you are interested in having more information please send an s.a.e. to;
Jean Cory-Wright, 82, Bell Rd , Remuera, Auckland or phone 09 307 9999ex7366
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WHY DO WE UNDERVALUE ORIENTEERING?
"Eight dollars?" he queried, at the registration desk for the Wellington Night Champs. "I must
be in the wrong business," clearly suggesting the price was too high.
Yet HVOC subsidised this regional championship by a dollar for every dollar charged, and
most other clubs probably do this too. Here are the figures directly related to the event. They
do not include mapping and drawing costs, loss of equipment, or wear and tear.
60 pre-marked maps by laser copying at $3
Function Room Hire (on the map)
Consumables

$180
$50
$30

Total

$260

Income: 14 at $8 and 5 at half price

$132

That's the cost side, but we don't l i v e in a "cost-plus" world any more, do we? What about
value? Participants enjoyed:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

a new map
premarked courses
not having to pre-enter
comfortable heated indoor venue
showers and proper toilets
computer mapping demonstration
orienteering videos
book display by orienteering shop
selection of overseas orienteering magazines
tea, coffee and milo

In setting our price, we thought that orienteers would value these at least equal to:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

a movie ticket, or
the cost of driving to the event from Wellington (one way)
the shuttle bus to the airport
a couple of drinks in a pub
getting Sky for a week
a 20min phone call to Auckland (evening rates)
two blank videotapes
a bottle of cheap wine

... all of which cost around $8. Obviously, many of us value these things at more than $8 or
we woudn't purchase them.
Orienteers come mostly from the professions and have higher than average incomes. Why do
we think that orienteering isn't worth much?

MICHAEL WOOD, HVOC, IN "TALES OF WOA"
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THE AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER
The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering
Association, combining the Central, Counties-Manukau
and NorthWest Orienteering Clubs. It is edited by Mark
Roberts, COC (520 5993) and distributed by Marquita
Gelderman, NWOC (412 8879) and published on or
about the first of every month except January.

Next Issue: August 1995
Mail your contributions to Box 99612 Newmarket, or
deliver to 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or fax to 263
4794, or call me or my machine at home on 520 5993,
or call me at work on 263 4793.
The deadline for contributions for the August
AUCKLAND ORIENTEER is

Thursday 20th July 1995.

Disks please, if you can; ASCII text with no hard
returns, or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for
preference. I will, of course, return your disk, but
remember to write your name on the label!
If you can't supply on disk, and the article is fairly long,
please supply as camera-ready copy, on A4 with a
16mm border all round (265mm x 178mm), and font
size at 11 points. Careful! This border is smaller than
your WP or typewriter would normally be set up for, and
the font size is bigger.
/ am perfectly happy to type articles or letters if
necessary!

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club
membership officer or Marquita Gelderman on 412
8879. If you want a back issue of The AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER please contact your club membership
person, or Marquita, or me, I have a few.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993
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